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Holiday Wedding at Home
Overview
A family home is a statement of personality and
style. Unlike a hotel ballroom, it is not a blank
canvas. When planning a wedding at home, my
challenge is to create moments of design and
entertainment that enhance and elaborate the spirit
of the home. This is one of my favorite challenges!

Wayne is the founder of Moments by
Wayne Gurnick. Wayne provides wedding
and event planning services across the
United States. As a personalized full
service event planner, the company assists
clients with every aspect of their event or
celebration -- from concept to production.
The company has launched The Ultimate
Wedding Planning Systemtm to help the DIY
bride plan her own wedding, with 24/7
access to Wayne Gurnick and his staff. In
addition to a live 24/7 wedding planning
hotline, this service includes personalized
vendor referrals and a system of tools and
resources used by Wayne for over 20 years
to plan hundreds of weddings. Wayne is
accredited by the American Institute of
Floral Designers and hosts an online radio
show Wedding Words of Wisdomtm.
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I love weddings at home because the home itself
becomes part of the design – the light fixtures, the
furniture, the architectural elements of the structure
– they all participate in the transformation.
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Wayne Gurnick

I set out to create a romantic wedding reception,
the kind of evening that the guests would always
remember because of the rich details that only exist
for one night. Because most wedding guests had
been at this home before and would return many
times again, I like to surprise them with elements
that take familiar objects and transform them
through the use of flowers, lighting, linens and food.

My definition of romantic is a state of being where
you feel elevated, special, refined and pampered.
Every item becomes significant, every fold of fabric
and placement of flowers is meant to intrigue and
please.
With a color scheme of red and white, it is exciting
to mix different shades and tones. The color tones
help to achieve visual texture and interest. In this
design process, it is important to think in terms of
color and texture and that is how I end up
combining roses with apples and red peppers –
whatever it takes to create an interesting glimpse
and an unexpected touch.
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Table Decors

The “monkey” cabinet in the entry allows me to be playful by arranging flowers right in the half-opened drawers with
whimsical monkey faces for knobs. The living room coffee table arrangement is a hand tied bouquet of roses, with the
stems set into a shallow decorative plate filled with just enough water to nourish the stems. I use Swarovski crystals
throughout the house to reflect color and light. One large crystal adorns the rose arrangement.

Design Elements

Silver bowls held by whimsical cherubs are filled with red apples and are placed in front of the mirror in the dining
room for greater impact. The crystal chandelier becomes part of the centerpiece, as I weave red and green
amaranthus (also known as dreadlocks) and viburnum branches with bright red berries right into the strands of
crystals.
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The little extra unexpected touches go a long way, like the tiny red crystals hot glued in the center of vibrant green
Kermit mums. A very hardy flower, mums can last without water longer than most flowers. I use these embellished
mums to dress up the plain glass cylinder vases, by affixing them onto the glass to make interesting designs and
patterns.
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The tables are set with red linens in Dupioni silk and matching napkins, white dishes and family heirloom silverware. White Chiavari
chairs with white cushions embellish the color scheme. Delicate dessert bowls with floating dahlias are scattered around the table,
along with votive candles. Each place setting is finished with a fresh flower tucked into the napkin ring – every guest enjoys its texture
and aroma.
The hanging wrought-iron candelabra in the breakfast room is also included in the design, with dry branches suspended from the
ceiling along with amaranthus. Red gladiolas and roses are intertwined into the wrought iron structure, along with green ivy to create
a hanging wreath above the table.
To balance the height of this suspended arrangement, I use everyday drinking glasses, short and tall, with a simple square design, to
hold glass votive candles. These are very inexpensive items that look elaborate and rich because of the layered textures that come to
life when the tea candles are lit.
On the tabletop in the breakfast room, I use a square wooden box to create a low arrangement of roses. No matter how elaborate the
design, it should never get in the way of guests being able to see each other across the table and converse comfortably. For added
interest, I elevate two smaller arrangements on top of squares of clear glass.
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Dessert Decor

Chocolates and romance go hand in hand! I use the shimmering spheres from Bedazzle My Bon Bons to
entertain the guests. Square white dishes lined with these curious objects are a topic of conversation, as the
guests are intrigued by how such beautiful décor items are also edible and so delicious.

Design Elements

The spacious kitchen island becomes my pièce de résistance, an island of luxurious desserts – red velvet cupcakes
in glittering sleeves, chocolate covered fortune cookies, bon bons and ruby red lip lollipops. Tall glass cylinders
are filled with red bell peppers, red nectarines and even dried red hot chili peppers, all adding interesting
dimensions to the glittering dessert display.

Bouquet Decor

The bridal suite is embellished with glass bowls of roses, tulips, cockscomb and stock. I make a point to
incorporate the home’s décor items, placing a sculpture of a branch with a flock of birds next to a rose
arrangement. Red and white rose petals are scattered on the bed.
To play up the luxury and dazzle of the holidays, I chose three bridal bouquets from Blue Petyl. Made from
brooches and buttons, these exquisite bouquets are just perfect for our holiday wedding. They are trimmed
with antique lace and cameos. During the reception, these keepsake bouquets dress up a fireplace mantel.
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